
Factsheet “Fjordkind Reisen” 

Tour operator located in Potsdam, near Berlin, specialised in family holidays in the 
Scandinavian countries 

Fjordkind-Reisen.de – “Familienurlaub in Skandinavien” 

Fjordkind-Reisen GmbH 
Jägerstr. 30, D - 14467 Potsdam 
+49 (0)331 86750460 
kontakt@fjordkind-reisen.de 

Founder: Anna Hollensteiner & Corinna Windisch- both speak fluently Swedish and 
are learning Norwegian as well – and are real “fans” of Norway. Besides Anna and 
Corinna there are working four other ladies in the office.  

Anna and Corinna are very experienced since they have been travelling a lot to 
Norway, the Norwegian Travel Workshops and have been participating in many 
other Innovation Norway Events like webinars, the Workshop in Hamburg and so on. 
For the upcoming winter season they want to take a look at family ski holiday 
possibilities in the Norwegian ski resorts, knowing that the high standard and family 
friendlyness of these will fit perfect to their customers. 

Besides this appartments in Oslo, family rooms at hotels with kitchinette that could fit 
families needs would also fit in perfect in their programme.  

Besides journeys to Norway they sell trips to Island, Sweden, Denmark an Finland. 

Customers satisfaction is hight, Customers are very happy with Fjordkinds services, 
the company scores high also in Google reviews. The customers are willing to pay 
for a family holiday that fits their individual wishes. Customers are located all over in 
Germany, Switzerland and Austria. 

In Norway Fjordkind offers until now round trips (17-20 days) 

Norwegen Rundreise gefällig? Fjordkind-Reisen hilft weiter 

, “Standortreisen”, active holidays and winter holidays  

What makes us special? 

We have many years of experience in planning family-friendly trips to Scandinavia 
and are often on the lookout for new travel ideas. 

What distinguishes our trips? 

Your Scandinavian holiday with us is family-friendly, individually planned and 
sustainable - and all at fair prices. 

We have lived in Iceland, Sweden and Denmark ourselves, speak three of the Nordic 
languages and know the countries from a tourism perspective, having traveled with 
our own families.On their webpage it is possible to sign up for a Newsletter and to 
read the Fjordkind-Blog.The Fjordkind-Norway-Blog can be found here: Norwegen 
Archive – Fjordkind.blog 


